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Abstract
At most American universities students complete an evaluation of instruction instrument at the end
of each academic period. Although debate on validity and appropriateness of using students to
evaluate professors and been intense and voluminous on both sides of the argument, the almost
universal adoption of the instrument confirms its accepted value at most institutions. The rating
instrument is administered by a central administration department and professors receive a static
report of the results. Recent developments graph databases and open source R statistical
programming language open opportunities for enhanced analysis of rating of results by end-users.
This paper presents a methodology for transforming static reports that professors receive from a
central administration department, into a graph database and from graph database to a dashboard
that enables interactive analysis for scaled items and text mining for the open-ended questions.
Keywords: Graph database, data warehouse, student rating instruction, R, Neo4j, learning analysis.
1

Introduction

Debate on the validity and fairness of use of students to rate teachers and instruction they receive has raged for
decades with strong arguments on both sides. Theall and Franklin [1]enumerate eight issues that have been
thoroughly investigated. First, are students qualified to rate their instructors and the instruction they receive?
Judging by the ubiquitous administration of a Student Rating of Instruction (SRI) at most universities, this debate
is mostly settled in the affirmative. Meta-analysis of papers on the subject by different authors at different times
also answers the question in the affirmative [22, 3, 10]. Second, are Ratings based Solely on popularity? A 1998
article in Chronicle of Higher Education [30] suggested this is the case although a more recent study found no
relationship between average GPA and average course rating [16]. Third, are ratings related to learning? Cohen
[10]found a positive relationship between ratings and learning. A recent study [11] confirms this relationship in a
different way. The authors found that students with a negative perspective of a course also evaluated it negatively.
Fourth, can students make accurate judgments while still in class or in school? The research appears to support that
students judge instruction similarly during schooling years and after graduating [13]. The fifth question on whether
students rating of instruction is reliable is answered positively in Marsh’s meta-analysis of the body of work on the
subject [22]. Sixth, does gender make a difference? Researchers have looked to see if there is a difference in rating
female and male teachers? [12]. General finding is that there is no gender bias and when it exists appears to be
explained by other situational variables. For example, female teachers being assigned junior courses which
generally have less favorable ratings and rating is done by mostly freshmen. We did not find any research that
examined other demographic aspects like race and ethnicity. On the popular social site, rate my professor, the heavy
accent of some professors is a frequent complaint. Seventh, are ratings affected by situational variables? Although
Marsh [22] concludes that ratings are robust and generally not affected by situational variables, Theall and Franklin
concur but caution there are exceptions to generalizations [13]. Finally, the eight and most contentious question in
SRI research is on whether students rate teachers on the basis of expected or given grades. Generally, research
shows a positive relationship between higher grades and favorable course rating. To some this leads to grade
inflation hence an issue to be concerned about [15] while others view this as a learning-satisfaction relationship
[10].
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Students that do well in a course are satisfied with the learning they received hence rate the course and professor
positively. Arguments on both sides of the debate are strong, Theall and Franklin make it a question of ethics.
Is giving higher grades in order to get higher ratings a problem with ratings or a problem with
ethics, and should attempts to correct the problem be psychometric or policy issues? [16]
This problem appears to arise when ratings are considered a measurement instrument for teacher effectiveness.
There are two main streams of SRI research, instrument validity, and teaching improvement. There does not appear
to be any reservations on the effectiveness of ratings on teaching improvement. Studies show teachers who take
rating results as formative feedback improve their ratings over time [25, 14, 27]. Teachers who take this approach
would be interested in finding out the true rating of their teaching from students hence would not need to distort
that input by inflating grades. We contend that teachers use SRI results for self-introspection, the question of ethics
as posed by Theall and Franklin does not arise.
This paper focuses on the use of SRI for teacher self-improvement and proposes an answer to the question; How
can teachers manage and process the constant flow of SRI data. We approach the question from two angles. First,
a constant flow of data makes this a big data problem. When looking at results of a single period a negative trend
can be easily missed because comparable past results are missing. From this first angle we consider a secondary
related question; How can big data be handled at a personal level? Secondly, we consider the question from a
reproducible research angle. To consistently learn from SRI results, teachers need to perform a comprehensive
analysis of the results each time they are received and if trend analysis is to be performed past results need to be
retrieved to be combined with the latest results. Reproducible research calls for research reports to include the data
and processing methods used to produce the reported results so other researchers can replicate a study to verify the
results. Similarly, comprehensive SRI analysis can be done once and reproduced automatically each time new data
are added. Our proposed procedure to address the research motivation of finding a way for teachers to store SRI
results data and easily perform a thorough analysis will involve three steps; First, start with SRI results report as
raw input. Second, store the results in a data warehouse, and finally, retrieve data from data warehouse and analyze.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review data warehousing and open-source
technologies that enable data warehousing at a personal level. In section 3↓ we present and discuss a graph database
model that can be used as a data warehouse for SRI results data. In section 4↓ we demonstrate how to implement
our proposed solution from beginning to end using open-source technologies followed by a conclusion and
suggestion for further research.
2 Data Storage Technology Review
2.1 Data Warehousing
Inman defines a data warehouse as a subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile collection of data in
support of management’s decision making process [29]. We use this definition to argue for and show usefulness of
a personal database warehouse for a professor. According to the definition a data warehouse is a collection of data
in support of management’s decision making process. Professors meet this requirement because they are managers
of the course delivery process and student evaluation of instruction is data that is used in this regard. A data
warehouse for student rating of instruction is subject-oriented and the subject of interest is student evaluation of
instruction. Data in a warehouse is integrated. The reports that professors received from the Office of Research and
Planning can be enriched with other data at the professor’s disposal. Examples include instruction materials and/or
teaching methods used. Different books or learning management software could have been used in different
semesters. Different sections could have been taught at different times of the day and on different days of the week.
There could be a trend of rating differences between classes taught on Monday mornings and classes taught on
Tuesday mornings. These differences are impossible to discern from the reports received from the Office of
Research and Planning alone since those reports usually don’t have the class time information. Time-variant means
historical data in kept in a data warehouse. To evaluate trends in student rating of instruction, professors need
historical data but often what they get are the most recent semester or current academic year survey results. A
personal data warehouse can help a professor store student rating of their teaching throughout their career. This
could be particularly important when a professor changes schools as their personal data warehouse can easily store
ratings from different schools. Data about students rating of instruction is largely non-volatile.
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Course and section information is created at the beginning of a semester and changes slowly if at all during the
semester. Ratings are collected once at the end of the semester. A personal data warehouse for a professor thus
meets the non-volatile definition of a data warehouse.
Kimball provides a functional definition of a data warehouse as a copy of transaction data specifically for query
and analysis [26, 21]. This functional definition may in part explain why professor personal data warehouse for
student rating of instruction is not a topical subject. Building a data warehouse for query and analysis is a very
expensive exercise whose return on investment can be hard to quantify [4]. For this reason, data warehouses are
often built exclusively at the enterprise level. The hindrance to devolving data warehouses to a personal level are
thus the skills, cost and time involved, all of which most professors would probably not have.
Data warehouses are traditional implemented on relational database management systems (RDMS). A popular
model is the star schema where facts to be analyzed are stored in a central Fact table. Factors to be analyzed are
stored in Dimension tables linked to the central Fact table. This traditional model can be too cumbersome and
complex especially for non-technical users. Different models have been proposed for specific application areas. For
instance, several models have been proposed and tested for creating data warehouses for spatial data [9, 8, 6].
Users of applications build on data warehouses are mostly executives who are not technical users. Researchers are
looking at ways of making data warehouses easily accessible to these non-technical users [7]. Professors whose
area of specialization is not information systems or database management systems are an example of the kind of
users who need easy access to warehoused data. In this paper we treat teachers as non-technical users and propose
a graph database warehouse that is intuitive to them.
The original purpose of a data warehouse as defined by Inman was for storing historical data. New developments
in database technology have led to a call for organizations to consider real-time data warehousing as a powerful
technique for achieving operational business intelligence (BI) [5]. The graph database we propose is near real-time
in the sense that when new SRI results are entered analysis is updated immediately.
2.2

Graph Database

In a relational database, information is stored in related tables. Each table stores information pertaining to a single
entity and within a table rows represent an instance of an entity represented by the table. The attributes or properties
of a record are represented as columns of the table, and one or more of the attributes that uniquely identifies the
record is flagged as the primary key. To establish relationship between tables a primary key from one table is entered
in another table as a foreign key. To extract information from a relational database, a structured query language
(SQL) is used to join tables and extract required information. Queries can be complex hence trained SQL specialists
are required to extract information for users either on a per request basis or through a front-end application that
shields the user from complex queries. In a graph database the rows found in a relational database are represented
as nodes and instead of keys linking two records an edge between two nodes represents the relationship between
the nodes. Both nodes and edges are named and can have properties to further describe them. Graph databases are
by design suitable for personal data warehouses unlike the traditional relational databases that are schema dependent
and hence require experts to setup and operate.
NoSQL databases, especially graph databases are gaining popularity among developers as they promise delivery of
superior performance [29]. Researchers are reporting successful conversions from traditional relational databases
to graph databases or testing new applications that were either too difficult to implement or were not possible on
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) platforms. Examples include the significant improvements in
the handling of high-resolution remote sensing imagery [3], answering why-not questions that are near impossible
with relational databases [31], retrieving computational models in biological systems [32, 1, 2].
3

Graph Database Model

Figure 1↓ shows the graph database model for storing SRI survey results data. Node labels are shown outside the
node and the properties of the node inside the node circle. The model allows for storage of basic SRI data that can
be entered at different times. The Course nodes and nodes for the two types of SRI instrument items; open-ended
and scaled questions, are semi-permanent information that can be entered once and will rarely change. Section and
semester information can be added at the beginning of each semester. Response nodes for both open-ended and
scaled items are entered when SRI results are received.
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For open-ended items, the ShortAnswer node shows all the different answers/suggestions that students entered and
the for SRIQuestion there is a link to each of the responses received. For instance, if for a particular item nine
students selected the Strongly Agree option and two students selected the Disagree option, there would be nine
nodes of the same color say green for the StronglyAgree nodes and two nodes of another color say red for the
Disagree nodes. The section node can point to other nodes that would provide more information to enrich the
analysis. Information like enrollments can be linked to the section node thus giving the professor ability to
investigate questions like; does cohort composition affect overall rating or rating of a specific question?

Figure 1

SRI results graph database model

4 Case Illustration
4.1 Data Extraction, Transformation, and Loading (ETL)

Figure 2

SRI Data Management and Analysis steps

2↑shows basic steps we propose for managing and analyzing SRI data. The demonstration is built on open-source
software so anyone interested can replicate the methodology. We used the spreadsheet program LibreOffice Calk
to prepare data for loading into a graph database. Data presentation for human use is sometimes not tidy for
statistical analysis [19].
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One common problem is when, to make the data readable to human beings, values are entered as column headings.
To process the SRI survey data, the untidy data set derived from the official SRI survey reports was transformed
into a tidy data set using R packages dplyr [17], plyr [18] and tidr [20]. Figure 3↓ shows the scaled items for one of
four sections that were analyzed. The prepared data sets were then loaded into the graph database Neo4j [23] from
RStudio using the Rneo4j [24] package following a three-step procedure. First, create a cypher query that accepts
parameters. Second, create a batch of Neo4j statements by looping through a data set and supplying values to the
query statement in first step with values from the data set. See R code below. The batch of statements created are
treated as a single Neo4j transaction. All statements in a transaction must execute properly for the transaction to be
committed. Third, commit the transaction. Five batches (Neo4j transactions) were created to load data for each of
the possible responses; strongly agree (SA), agree (A), neutral(N), disagree(D) and strongly disagree(SD). For each
input row, if the number of responses was not zero, nodes of the type of response equal to the number of responses
were created, each linked to the question and section indicated in the row. For instance if the row indicated that nine
students in section 01 answered strongly agree to question 4, then nine strongly agree nodes were created each
linked to question 4 and section 01. Each node included a score property that stores the weight of the node, from 5
for StronglyAgree to 1 for StronglyDisagree. This has the effect of unwinding or untangling originally summarized
data to finer granular level enabling detailed analysis. This process creates live data from originally dead data. Two
batches were similarly created for loading data for open-ended questions and question nodes.
R code that was used to load SRI items into graph database.
# Step 1, create query statement
SA.query <- “
MATCH(s:Section{crn:{cn}})
MATCH(q:SRIQuestion{qnid:{qn}})
CREATE (q)-[:RESPONSE]->(:StronglyAgree{score:5,abbr:’SA’})<-[:RESPONSE]-(s) “
SA.t <- newTransaction(graph)
# Step 2 create transactions batch
for(i in 1:nrow(responses)){
if(responses[i,]$SA > 0){
for(j in 1:responses[i,]$SA){
cn = responses[i,]$crn
qn = responses[i,]$qnid
appendCypher(SA.t, SA.q, cn=cn, qn=qn)
} }}
#Step 3 commit transaction
commit(SA.t)
Example of SRI report that was processed.
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Example of SRI Single Section report

Graph Database Analysis

The graph database can be queried and insights gained from visualization of the graph results. Figure 4↓shows
results of a queries for all the scaled item responses for four section, two from each of two courses that a professor
taught in a semester. The original report was a long scrolling page impossible to fit on a single screen. At a glance
the professor is able to make a visual comparison of how the four sections responded. In this case, the section in to
right had the most number of disatisfied responses.
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Example of graph database showing responses to scale items.

Statistical Analysis - Dashboard

Different kinds of data sets can be extracted from graph database and analyzed anyway the professor wishes.
Extracted data sets would be already statistically tidy. Extracting a data set involves traversing all the desired nodes
from the database graph and returning properties from the nodes and/or edges. If two or more edges start from the
same node in the same direction an optional match clause is used to attach branching paths to the main path. This
is equivalent to outer join clauses in SQL. The data set for the rating items was created by traversing the main path
Course->Section->Rating<-SRIQuestion and a branch from Section->Semester. Direction of the edge can be
omitted in the query. Generating an equivalent data set from a relational database would have involved multiple
join statements that can be too complex for people who are not SQL specialists. The cypher query for extracting
rating question data set is shown below. A similar query was used to extract data set for open-ended questions.
query <- "
MATCH(c:Course)--(s:Section)-[r1:RESPONSE]->(n)<-[r2:RESPONSE]-(q:SRIQuestion)
OPTIONAL MATCH (s)--(term:Semester)
RETURN term.name as semester,c.courseid as course,s.name as section,s.crn as crn,
n.abbr as abbr,n.score as score ,q.qnid as qnid, q.sortid as question
ORDER BY semester,course, section, question, score
"
df <- cypher(graph,query)
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We created a dashboard application with R package ShinyDashboard [31] to demonstrate analysis of the SRI results.

Figure 5

Dashboard Screen Shot

Figure 5↑shows a screen shot of the analysis dashboard. It demonstrates slicing and dicing analysis. Whereas the
graph database was populated with data from static reports at the course section module, the dashboard enables drill
down analysis from semester through the course to section. At each level, the user is presented three analytic plots
and one text mining plot. The first data analytic plot is a bar chart showing a count of responses for each response
type. The second is a box plot for the spread of scores for each item and the third is a rating by item scatter plot.
The scatter plot is created by applying a jitter function that randomly disperses values that would otherwise pile on
one spot. The word cloud plot is a text mining technique that intelligently displays words according to the frequency
in the analyzed text corpus. More analysis can be added without modifying data sets. For instance, a comparison
tab can be added to each of the four plot areas providing comparisons that are difficult to make from discreet static
reports. Selecting all from the Semester drop down box on the left, the main plots would show data for all semesters
in the data warehouse and the comparison tab would show trends over time. Selecting a semester would show
comparisons by course if a professor taught multiple courses that semester. At the course level, the comparison
would be by section.
5

Conclusion and Future Research

Many research papers on SRI have included other information like student grades, student characteristics, instructor
gender, time of ratings. When applied at personal level comparisons across time, courses, sections and questions
are critical. Static reports which are at section level, the generic format, only offer comparison by question. This
paper has presented a methodology that harness new advances in data storage and analysis to easily add comparisons
and add levels that are missing in static section level reports. Single page dashboard presentation makes more
information available and easier to understand, than is possible with long scrolling page where some information
can be hidden from view making comparisons impossible. Graph databases are schema-less. This makes it easy to
add more data to the SRI results hence enriching SRI research. Our plan for future research is using this potential
to graph warehouse and enrich SRI data to join the long established quest to approve or disapprove existing biasing
factors in SRI research [28].
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